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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Dave reminds us at these meetings, we stand on the shoulders of giants when creating new geologic data. To ensure that the data our community continues producing is usable into the future, especially in approaching a national 2D and 3D framework by 2030, we must consider the problem of boundary differences. While the “border faults” that occur due to differences in stratigraphy deserve our attention, we must also consider the gaps and overlaps that arise from using administrative boundaries to define geological mapping boundaries. Today I’ll focus on county boundary issues, but this applies to any kind of boundary used for geological mapping which is subject to change. Note that I recently moved from working for the Illinois State Geological Survey to the Kansas Geological Survey, so I have examples from each survey throughout.

mailto:ebunse@ku.edu


Boundary Effect

Fundamental problem of GIS (we are not alone!)

https://support.esri.com/en-us/gis-dictionary/boundary-effect

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First off, to define the issue for us all we have this definition from the ESRI GIS dictionary which points out two problems that arise from the use of discrete boundaries imposed on data analysis: edge effects and shape effects. I included this definition so we can identify the problem and also, as was pointed out in conversations with KGS colleagues, to recognize this is a fundamental problem that affects most, if not all, applications of GIS. Geological data is largely independent of administrative boundaries but the maps we create must be defined by a boundary (we can’t map every inch of the globe at once!). The variation of boundaries chosen over time can affect the quality of the data when input into compilations. Historical data is an important input to mapping efforts, serving as a “snapshot in time” by preserving geologic observations that can no longer be made and because it is often not possible to have full field work coverage of those areas.

https://support.esri.com/en-us/gis-dictionary/boundary-effect


Illinois Examples
IL-WI border

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This month I shifted from working for the IL State Geological Survey to the Kansas Geological Survey, so I’ll be showing examples from both states of how different sets of county boundaries do not agree. In IL, there were a few sources of county boundaries that we compared – our survey (internal) county boundary dataset, TIGER census data, and other historical county datasets. The standard set by my predecessors seemed to be using the latest TIGER data for county maps, however, we discovered that the county data provided by the Census bureau is not static. Differences between TIGER county datasets over the years varies considerably as I’ll demonstrate. Here we see a minor 5-meter difference between TIGER datasets between Boone and McHenry counties. Notice too that the green, internal dataset does not match the TIGER data at the state line (middle of the tile, along the road). 



Illinois Examples
Clinton & Washington 

counties

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rivers used as boundaries often yield the greatest differences between TIGER county datasets. Here there is an approximately 65m of difference. The TIGER years compared are 2013, 2018, and 2020. St. Clair, Clinton, and Washington Counties, IL, Kaskaskia River boundary shown.



Illinois Examples
Hardin & Gallatin 

counties

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes differences look hard to explain as seen in this approximately 151m difference in the 2020 county boundary from the previous years and our other datasets (internal and other TIGER years). Gallatin and Hardin Counties IL, Ohio River boundary between IL and KY and Saline River boundary between Hardin and Gallatin Counties shown.



Illinois Examples
Lee & Ogle counties; 

Rock River

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More discrepancies with the 2020 and previous year TIGER county data. Was 2020 just a bad data year (like everything else in that year!)? Is this a projection or digitization issue? Approximately 246 meter difference between TIGER 2020 and other datasets shown. Ogle and Lee Counties, IL, boundary along the Rock River shown.



Illinois Examples
Randolph & Monroe 

counties, IL; MO border 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One more example of a non-trivial difference (134 meter discrepancy between TIGER 2020 and other data sources). Note too the ESRI basemap IL-MO boundary line along the Mississippi River doesn’t match any data source I have. 



Kansas Examples
Pottawatomie & 
Riley counties; 

Tuttle Creek Lake

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kansas also has discrepancies along river boundaries. However, in this example the two years of TIGER data, 2018 and 2020, match up with the county boundary dataset provided by the state data service provider, DASC (this is because DASC credits TIGER for this dataset). However, another data source is the USGS National Boundary Dataset (NBD). This can be downloaded for each state from The National Map. The metadata for the 2023 version of this dataset credits county boundaries from 2013-2017 TIGER datasets. So, using more up to date TIGER data won’t match, as shown in this screenshot. An approximately 223-meter discrepancy between the NBD and more recent TIGER datasets is shown in the Tuttle Creek Lake.



Kansas Examples
Dickinson & Geary 

counties; 
Smoky Hill River

agree

USGS Historical Topo 
County Line

Dickinson County 
GIS Boundary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This screenshot demonstrates two other issues – data that may have used historical topo county lines and using county boundaries supplied by county GIS departments. This small part of the Dickinson County boundary varies significantly depending on the data source, but here, the National Boundary Dataset and multiple TIGER years agree. John Dunham, Cartographic Services Manager at KGS remarked that this presented issues when making the Dickinson County geologic map since some data matched the older USGS historical topographic map boundaries. This illustrates the problem of using county and state boundaries which are defined by rivers. It also brings up who should be the authoritative source of boundaries. 



Similar to the Problem with Datums
Projecting from NAD27 to NAD83

…let alone the numerous “realizations” of NAD83
• 2011
• NSRS 2007
• HARN 

(see NOAA National Geodetic Survey)
https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/why-are-nad-83-position-values-so-far-nad-27-values-were-old-coordinates-wrong

https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/how-large-north-american-datum-1927-nad-27-nad-83-shift

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I wanted to point to the similar issues arising from the North American Datum. Projection issues between NAD27 and NAD83 are most significant when dealing with data preservation-type projects and so might be written off by those focusing on new mapping efforts. But these differences are important to understand as more statewide and regional work is being done. I’ve seen examples of mappers going back to data they created in the 1980s and 1990s which was in NAD27 who become frustrated that upon projecting to NAD83, their contact lines no longer correlate with more recent work. So, what to do about this…

https://geodesy.noaa.gov/datums/horizontal/index.shtml
https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/why-are-nad-83-position-values-so-far-nad-27-values-were-old-coordinates-wrong
https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/how-large-north-american-datum-1927-nad-27-nad-83-shift


Suggestions from Datums Write Up
“Possible ways to deal with the gaps (and overlaps) include: 
(1) live with the gaps and overlaps; 
(2) establish, as agency or workgroup policy, that only one set of 

quad boundaries will be used (e.g., NAD27);
(3) include with all quadrangle-map GIS data a buffer of circa 150 

m additional data beyond the quad boundary.”

Haugerud, 2023

Illinois Examples
Hardin County 
& Ohio River

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ralph Haugerud, USGS, wrote a 1-page report earlier this year about the issues with projecting from the NAD27 to NAD83 datum. This is available on the USGS GeMS webpage of resources. His suggestions were to: live with the gaps and overlaps; establish, as agency or workgroup policy, that only one set of quad boundaries will be used (e.g., NAD27); and include with all quadrangle-map GIS data a buffer of circa 150 m additional data beyond the quad boundary.” All of which could apply to the county boundary issues too. Background image: 36 meter difference between TIGER 2020 data and other data sources/years along another stretch of the IL-KY border along the Ohio River. 



What approach can we agree upon?
Common Boundary Data Source

When there is a county GIS department, are they the authoritative supplier of 
county boundaries for geological mapping purposes?

What role do statewide GIS organizations, such as the KS Data Access and Support 
Center (DASC), play in providing authoritative data for geological mapping?

Should we simply agree to use the most current version of the USGS National Map’s 
National Boundary Dataset (NBD) for county geological mapping? *

If we agree to use the latest U.S. Census Bureau TIGER county boundaries, how do 
we reconcile mismatches over the years? 

* The NBD uses TIGER data for counties. The metadata explicitly states that, “The 
USGS uses the TIGER data without editing or alteration.”

No matter the standards we use in mapping, there will always be matching issues 
with ESRI basemaps and other online mapping services. Do we mitigate or let it go? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Considering these suggestions, can we agree upon a common boundary data source as a standard? As shown in the examples there are problems with this, and I had lots of questions about using any one boundary data source as THE boundary for geological mapping. 



What approach can we agree upon?
Common Standard(s?)/Approach(es?)

Buffering considerations
- How to handle 

overlapping data in 
compilations (better than 
gaps/slivers)?

- Clip the GeMS data or 
leave the buffer? 

- Should the buffer 
distance be standardized?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Could we come up with standard approaches to minimize the issues such as applying buffering to our geological mapping? We would have overlaps to deal with but hopefully no gaps, so it becomes a problem of reconciliation rather than an absence of data during compilation. 



What are other agencies using for 
boundaries?

• SSURGO – map using National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) Hydrologic Unit 
Code (HUC) subbasin boundaries

• Next Generation 911 – lessons in deciding on an authoritative, continuous (no 
gaps, overlaps) set of boundaries for the purpose

• DOT – it seems state DOTs use TIGER data for county highway maps. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As this is a problem throughout the GIS world, I wanted to have us consider some other agencies’ approaches to this boundary problem.



What about your state?
Discussion of boundary issues and approaches.

Illinois Examples
Sangamon, Macon, 
Christian Counties; 

Sangamon River

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What about your state? Let’s discuss!Background is approximately 397-meter difference between 2020 TIGER data boundaries and other data sources/years along the Sangamon River, IL. 



Data, References, and Further Reading
• Dickinson County, Kansas, 2023, 2023 Parcels [shapefile format download]: https://www.dkcoks.gov/155/Maps-and-Data

(accessed May 2023). 

• ESRI, GIS Dictionary [“Boundary Effect”], https://support.esri.com/en-us/gis-dictionary/boundary-effect (accessed May 
2023).

• Haugerud, Ralph, 2023, What datum(s) should be used for our geologic map GIS databases?: 
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/docs/Datums for geologic-map GIS.pdf (accessed May 2023).

• National Geodetic Survey, 2018, Horizontal and Geometric Datums: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), https://geodesy.noaa.gov/datums/horizontal/index.shtml (accessed May 2023). 

• Price, Mike, 2020, Mapping SSURGO Soils with ArcGIS Pro: ArcUser, Spring 2020, 
https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/arcuser/ssurgo/ (accessed May 2023).

• U.S. Census Bureau, TIGER Line Shapefiles (2010, 2013, 2018, 2020) accessed at 
https://www.census.gov/geographies/mapping-files/time-series/geo/tiger-line-file.html in May 2023. 

• U.S. Geological Survey, Why are the NAD 83 position values so far from the NAD 27 values? Were the old coordinates 
wrong?: https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/why-are-nad-83-position-values-so-far-nad-27-values-were-old-coordinates-wrong
(accessed May 2023).

• U.S. Geological Survey, How large is the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD 27) to NAD 83 shift?: 
https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/how-large-north-american-datum-1927-nad-27-nad-83-shift (accessed May 2023).

https://www.dkcoks.gov/155/Maps-and-Data
https://support.esri.com/en-us/gis-dictionary/boundary-effect
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/docs/Datums%20for%20geologic-map%20GIS.pdf
https://geodesy.noaa.gov/datums/horizontal/index.shtml
https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/arcuser/ssurgo/
https://www.census.gov/geographies/mapping-files/time-series/geo/tiger-line-file.html
https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/why-are-nad-83-position-values-so-far-nad-27-values-were-old-coordinates-wrong
https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/how-large-north-american-datum-1927-nad-27-nad-83-shift
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